
USPA Members Only 7-20-2024 Zoom Chat - Enhancing Wellness: Beyond Censorship- 
A Panel Presentation w/ Beverly Rubik, Ellen Kamhi, Glenn Rein, Sharry Edwards, John Reed 

Time Attendee Comment 

0:33:48 USPA Welcome everyone 

0:40:59 Trina C.: Reacted to "Welcome everyone" with 🤓 

0:45:15 Tim L.: The COVAX also contained graphene that self-assembled into nano-electronics. 

0:46:53 Trina C.: I wonder about shedding. I have had several  issues that I think are related to 
my mother having multiple jab booster. 

0:48:44 Trina C.: i am a conspiracy theorist. admitted 

0:49:04 Loraine: Replying to "I wonder about shedd…"Agree 

0:49:16 Trina C.: Reacted to "Agree" with 👍 

0:49:19 Ann R.: Replying to "i am a conspiracy th..."me too, and an anti-vaxxer 

0:49:23 Loraine: Replying to "i am a conspiracy th…"Same 

0:49:36 Trina C.: Replying to "i am a conspiracy th..."I am not alone. 

0:49:55 Beth: Replying to "I wonder about shedd..."  @Trina Carroll Dr Pierre Kory of FLCCC 
has written in depth about this on his Substack a few months ago 

0:50:54 Trina C.: Replying to "I wonder about shedd..."thank you. 

0:51:38 Beth: Reacted to thank you. with "👍" 

0:53:38 Loraine: 💯 

0:53:44 Trina C.: Reacted to "💯" with ❤️ 

0:54:25 Tim L.: Thank you, Beverly! You are a rockstar of science and one of humanity's most 
important thinkers and doers. 

0:54:31 Beth: Replying to "I wonder about shedd..."  @Trina Carroll it's real, vax spikey stuff 
found in blood samples of the non vax. I find being around them challenging 
especially during jab season which is now year round including summer 
'campaigns'. Nightmare tbh. 

0:54:55 Loraine: Brilliant! 

0:55:26 CASA: In my opinion Money is not the main issue here. I believe that the main point is 
Power and Control 

0:55:33 Tim L.: Keep your distance from the COVAXed. 

0:55:35 Trina C.: Reacted to "Keep your distance f..." with ❤️ 

0:55:53 Trina C.: Replying to "Keep your distance f..."can't do it. She is 75 

0:56:15 Jeane M.: Dr. Beverly Rubik speaks truth to power! 

0:56:22 Trina C.: Reacted to "Dr. Beverly Rubik sp..." with ❤️ 

0:56:38 Tim L.: Replying to "Keep your distance f..."Maybe try to detox her. 

0:57:04 Trina C.: Replying to "Keep your distance f..."she won’t listen. I just keep detoxing me. 

0:57:29 Tim L.: Worse is coming in the bird flu bio-weapon. 

0:57:57 Trina C.: Replying to "Worse is coming in t..."sxxt. 

0:58:14 Veronica S.: Reacted to "Dr. Beverly Rubik sp..." with ❤️ 

0:58:49 Debra: were the original vaccines safe and it is just post WW2? 

0:58:58 Beth: Read Sasha Latypova and Katherine Watt's Bailiwick News Substack 

0:59:15 Trina C.: Reacted to "were the original va..." with ❤️ 

0:59:18 Tim L.: The Small Pox vaccine caused cancer in tens of millions of Americans. 

0:59:19 Trina C.: Reacted to "Read Sasha Latypova ..." with 👍 

0:59:27 Veronica S.: what about CHELATION THERAPY TO DETOX? 

0:59:39 Trina C.: Replying to "what about CHELATION..."?? 

0:59:56 Beth: Dr James Thorpe obgyn USA talks about the forcing of vax on pregnant women. 
FOI request, watch on Del Bigtree the Highwire show via their website 

1:00:13 Trina C.: Reacted to "Dr James Thorpe obgy..." with 👍 

1:00:42 Tim L.: Have to go. Thank you everyone! 

1:00:46 Beth: Sasha's Substack I'd due diligence and art. Take a stiff drink while listening 

1:00:58 Trina C.: Reacted to "Have to go. Thank yo..." with 👍 

1:01:06 Trina C.: Reacted to "Sasha's Substack I'd..." with 👍 



1:01:57 Veronica S.: Replying to "what about CHELATION..."You use EDTA iv to clear heavy metals 
from the body and now proven to clear whats in vaccines 

1:02:35 Beth: Replying to "were the original va..."  Read Turtles All the Way Down and 
Dissolving Illusions. Who was the first autistic child? Yep, really 

1:03:19 Ann R.: IS IT POSSIBLE TO DEACTIVATE MY PET'S MICROCHIP (forced upon me in 
order to have an examination) 

1:06:48 Trina C.: Reacted to "Read Turtles All the..." with ❤️ 

1:08:16 Maria: Herbalist Question: is stevia as a sweetener really healthy and not harmful? no 
issues with fertility? 

1:20:21 Ann R.: so awesome, Ellen 😍 

1:20:46 Julie B.: Reacted to "so awesome, Ellen 😍" with 🥰 

1:27:00 Ann R.: Dr Ladapo ROCKS 

1:27:08 Beth: Reacted to Dr Ladapo ROCKS with "❤️" 

1:31:09 Maria: please can you ask: Herbalist Question: is stevia as a sweetener really healthy 
and not harmful? no issues with fertility? 

1:31:23 Janet Lee M.: Wow!  Ellen!  I'm sooo thankful for all your great info. 

1:31:24 Toby: What is a good source of the Honey medicine or instructions on how to make it. 

1:31:45 Toby: Hoxey, not Honey 

1:32:07 Beth: Reacted to What is a good sourc... with "👍" 

1:32:39 Maria: thank you! 

1:32:42 Beth: Harry Hoxsey I think is the spelling?? 

1:34:18 Trina C.: Thank You Ellen, that is a great presentation. So informative, And your beautiful 
spirit shines through! thank you for all you do. 

1:34:23 Beth: They're a theory but they can't get it to work. So, in 1986 they got Reagan to 
give them indemnity. It's all a military campaign using illegal laws. Listen to 
Katherine Watt's Bailiwick News. 

1:34:46 Ann R.: Reacted to "Thank You Ellen, tha..." with ❤️ 

1:34:46 Maria: do they have thoe for the flu? 

1:47:39 Susan K.:  Could this beautiful soul speak little louder 

1:49:55 Janet Lee M.: Reacted to "I love this group. s..." with ❤️ 

1:50:26 Beverly Rubik  Homeopathy was the dominant medical system in the US in the 1800s.  The 
Flexnor report virtually ended it and other forms of natural medicine. 

1:53:11 Beth: Reacted to Homeopathy was the d... with "❤️" 

1:54:57 Martha A.: I have no problem ordering remedies for my clients. 

1:57:37 Veronica S.: here in Mexico homeopathy is an offical medicine,we have a wonderful 
university called IPN and they have the Medicine school of homepathy,I´m an 
MD and have a specialty by this University for Homeopathy,we´re very lucky 
here. 

1:58:23 Beth: Reacted to here in Mexico homeo... with "👍" 

1:58:57 Ann R.: Reacted to "here in Mexico homeo..." with 👍 

2:04:46 Veronica S.: here in Mexico we did have a COVID 19 nosode and it helped thousands of 
patients. 

2:06:56 Toby: Can he share screen to see the graphs and documents? 

2:07:12 Toby: Lets see the graph 

2:09:58 Beth: Reacted to Can he share screen ... with "👍" 

2:10:23 Janet Lee M.: Toby - I can see the graphs. 

2:10:58 Linda: QUESTION: I've heard that a magnet or magnetic field waving over a 
homeopathic or other energy remedy can wipe out the memory or energy of the 
remedy.  Can you comment on this, please, Glen?  Thanks! 

2:11:09 Trina C.: Replying to "I have no problem or..."where do you order from? 

2:11:39 Trina C.: Reacted to "QUESTION: I've heard..." with 😯 

2:14:06 Janet Lee M.: So enjoyed the info Glenn.  Many Thanks. 

2:14:07 Trina C.: Thank You Glen! 



2:16:18 Trina C.: I am honored to be listening. 

2:18:22 Veronica S.: Replying to "QUESTION: I've heard..."yes you can erase, so the easiest thing to 
protect your remedies is covering the bottle with aluminum foil, as it acts as a 
Faraday Cage. 

2:23:23 Trina C.: that is amazing. I have been hearing quite a bit about this lately. 

2:25:29 USPA Reacted to "that is amazing. I h..." with ❤️ 

2:31:03 Trina C.: oh wow!! 

2:31:16 Trina C.: I am so lucky to be here!! 

2:37:57 Christine D.: Sharry, can this be used for our pets if we can record their vocals? 

2:40:04 Trina C.: absolutely Fantastic!! 

2:40:13 Trina C.: Thank you so much!! 

2:44:01 Ann R.: Fauci's a criminal. 

2:44:26 Trina C.: Replying to "Fauci's a criminal."absolutely. Treasonous criminal. 

2:45:19 saminox.: Thanks for excellent talk 🌺 

2:45:30 Maria: this is amazing! 

2:45:37 Trina C.: oh wow. Thankl yoy Sherry! 

2:46:31 saminox.: I am in👍 

2:47:00 Trina C.: you absolutely are musically talented. This is amazing. 

2:47:31 Trina C.: Ill be taking the classes first, and go from there. 

2:47:44 Trina C.: Thank you so Much! thank you all!! 

2:47:45 Daniel Taylor: Sharry, once you were able to identify a frequency for Covid, the natural course 
would be to look for its reciprocal. Would you share with us what you found 
when you examined that reciprocal? 

2:47:56 Trina C.: Reacted to "   Sharry, once you ..." with ❤️ 

2:48:06 Veronica S.: this is amazing thank you Sharry,blessings 

2:55:34 John D B.: Wow!  My morning confirmation is that I am in the right place at the time with the 
right beings taking the right actions to fulfill our purpose as good ancestors on 
love’s evolutionary path!  So here I am! 

2:55:48 John D B.: Thank you all! 

2:57:17 John N.: Reacted to "Thank you all!" with ❤️ 

2:57:18 Trina C.: Reacted to "Wow!  My morning con..." with ❤️ 

2:57:30 Trina C.: Replying to "Wow!  My morning con..."agreed. me too! 

2:58:30 Janet Lee M.: Not only are those of the darkness harming us, but also all of nature! 

2:59:57 Trina C.: we are truly in the 1000 years of teaching and healing. And I feel  my destiny 
more and more amongst these amazing learners and teachers, and healers and 
enlightened souls. 

3:00:00 Maria: https://hellomodernhuman.com/fsm-explained 

3:00:30 Maria: frequency specific microcurrent is on topic for the frequency medicine solutions 

3:00:31 Trina C.: Reacted to "https://hellomodernh..." with 👍 

3:00:42 Trina C.: Replying to "frequency specific m..."thank you. 

3:01:19 Linda: QUESTION: Sharry, do you know if your voice analysis is similar to something 
called NES Health, or is it very different? Perhaps you are the only one using 
math to create these individual solutions. Thank you SO much for what you are 
doing! I am SO thankful for you and your work!!! 

3:03:11 Susan K.:  Dr Alan Back makes a device called an ABPA that makes electronic 
homeopathic remedies 

3:03:15 Beth: Reacted to .NET with "👍" 

3:03:20 Trina C.: Reacted to "Dr Alan Back makes a..." with 👍 

3:03:45 Beth: Reacted to The tiny url points ... with "👍" 

3:08:26 Ann R.: I'm a thorn in the side of the local county health dept. 3min every month and 
letters to their Board of Health citing the Truth that's emerging in the courts. 

3:08:38 Thad M.: There are many examples of frequencies that act in a manner much like 
homeopathy where the detriment (disease) has a frequency that when 



presented to the body evokes a healing response. It is arguable that some 
radionic machines send back the frequency out of phase (e.g. this was part of T. 
Galen Hieronymus' interpretation of the response to his devices) These are well 
worth scientific investigation and sharing.Distinct from that are Rife styled 
machines where the intent is to use the pathogen's  resonant frequency to 
destroy it selectively. Again, worth serious research to find, test, and share 
those.The very technologies that spread confusion are also means to raise 
awareness and be very precise to spread facts. 

3:08:43 Beth: A friend who is a sound healer using vocal overtones can hear the exact sounds 
someone needs and then make them with his voice. He has exploded rumours 
this way but would never tell anyone about this for obvious reasons. So it is 
possible and I think we can all do this with awareness and focus 

3:14:32 Trina C.: so I should not use Bluetooth earphones? 

3:14:35 Linda: QUESTION for DAN or GLEN - Dan, so making an out of phase remedy is 
different than just making a homeopathic dilution from a body fluid, as in with 
the oil pulling or mastitis examples? Can you explain the difference, if so? 

3:14:55 Ann R.: Replying to "so I should not use ..."no, Trina, no! 

3:15:15 Beth: Yep RFK jr caught them in a lie about mercury in vax. He knows about mercury 
because of his environmental litigation successes on the Hudson River and 
elsewhere. 

3:15:47 Beth: Reacted to no, Trina, no! with "👍" 

3:16:05 Trina C.: Reacted to "no, Trina, no!" with 👍 

3:16:16 Trina C.: Replying to "so I should not use ..."gotcha 

3:16:21 Beth: Replying to "so I should not use ..."  @Trina Carroll only if you want to fry your 

brain 😕 

3:16:35 Trina C.: Replying to "so I should not use ..."not my intention for sure. 

3:16:55 Trina C.: Reacted to "@Trina Carroll only ..." with 😯 

3:17:16 Beth: mMRNA vax used in farm animals and sprayed on plants. God help us 

3:17:24 Thad M.: Specifically, what is needed in response to any epidemic is: Safe, Effective, and 
Readily Available, and Affordable treatment. In the circumstance of Covid-19 
the simplest and clearest example is by Dr. Shankara Chetty of South Africa. 
Any of his discussions published on YouTube contain an explanation. The 
FLCCC protocols also present independently developed ways to deliver 
this.FLCCC has started a new independent medical science journal for honest 
research independent of pharmaceutical power players. 

3:17:26 Trina C.: Replying to "so I should not use ..." New earphones coming today. 

3:17:53 Beth: Reacted to Specifically, what i... with "👍" 

3:18:07 Ann R.: Reacted to "New earphones coming..." with 👍 

3:18:17 Trina C.: yes. 

3:18:42 Beth: Replying to "Specifically, what i..."  He did an excellent interview with Dr Mark 

Trozzi via Mark's website recently 🙏 

3:19:23 Trina C.: Reacted to "Specifically, what i..." with 👍 

3:19:55 Ann R.: Reacted to "Specifically, what i..." with 👍 

3:21:14 Sharry 
Edwards: 

a common frequency fault for vaccine damage is multiples of 17.90 - associated 
with adrenals 

3:21:32 Daniel Taylor: https://greenlawnfuneralhome.com/obituary/dr-c-norman-shealy/ 

3:21:32 Trina C.: exactly. 

3:21:49 Maria: there is an electromedicine textbook written by an MD from michigan FOR 
medical students. the book is dated 1860. I fell out of my chair when I read 1860 
as the date. This technology is not new 

3:22:07 Trina C.: Reacted to "there is an electrom..." with 👍 

3:22:21 Loraine: Dr. Rubik - brilliant … what is the best way to reach you? 

3:22:34 Maria: Reacted to "@Trina Carroll onl..." with 👍 

3:22:54 Beverly Rubik  info@frontiersciences.org 



3:23:53 Loraine: Reacted to "info@frontierscience…" with ❤️ 

3:23:58 Christine D.: Thank you Sharry!! 🥰 

3:26:50 Beth: Thanks all for such interesting presentations 🙏 

3:27:30 Sharry 
Edwards: 

no matter what we are working with, it is all frequency 

3:27:32 John N.: Absolutely Beverly! 👏 

3:27:41 Loraine: Absolutely!! 

3:27:43 Trina C.: Reacted to "no matter what we ar..." with ❤️ 

3:27:45 Christine D.: Yes! Have it in Orlando! 

3:27:45 Loraine: Reacted to "no matter what we ar…" with ❤️ 

3:27:47 Trina C.: Reacted to "Absolutely Beverly! ..." with ❤️ 

3:27:49 Linda O.: ABSOLUTELY would love a larger discussion on these topics! 

3:27:58 Daniel Taylor: Reacted to "no matter what we ar..." with 👍 

3:28:04 Trina C.: Replying to "Yes! Have it in Orla..."Oh Plwease???? 

3:28:25 John N.: Reacted to "no matter what we ar..." with ❤️ 

3:28:30 John D B.: What has not been shared is the concept of 

3:28:34 Christine D.: Reacted to "no matter what we ar..." with 🥰 

3:28:43 John D B.: collective intention 

3:28:51 Janet Lee M.: Reacted to "no matter what we ar..." with ❤️ 

3:29:44 Veronica S.: Thank you,all of you so knowledgeable it was an amazing talk, and I agree with 
Dr Beverly, this should be a more extensed talk,again thanks to all the panelist. 

3:30:13 Daniel Taylor: Reacted to "a common frequency f..." with 👍 

3:30:33 Trina C.: That is what Brought me to psychotronics. It started with plants and the energy 
in soil for me. Progressed from there. My life has improved tremendously as a 
result. 

3:30:43 Beth: Do a zoom day? 

3:31:04 Linda O.: Sharry, would love to see that list!!! 

3:31:48 Janet Lee M.: A dowser gave me the number 99741 which I put on my computer monitor and 
wireless receiver which cuts down on harmful EMF 

3:32:26 Trina C.: Reacted to "A dowser gave me the..." with ❤️ 

3:32:34 Trina C.: Replying to "A dowser gave me the..."good info. 

3:33:07 saminox.: Conference? 

 


